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Spring 2021, ISYE 3133 Engineering Optimization Section TR1
Instructor: Perini, Tyler (Additional)

Georgia Institute of Technology

There were: 30 possible respondents.

  10014134.863%19Instructor: Stimulates interest
(Perini)26

  N/A1 Ruined2 Less3 No Change4 Interested5 More Eager     
  10012154.963%19Instructor: Enthusiasm (Perini)25
  N/A1 Detached2 Slightly3 Moderately4 Very5 Extremely     

  10011164.963%19Instructor: Respect for students
(Perini)24

  N/A1 Poor2 Fair3 Good4 V Good5 Exceptional     

  10013144.963%19Instructor: Communicated how to
succeed (Perini)23

  N/A1 Str Disagree2 Disagree3 Neither4 Agree5 St Agree     
  10013144.963%19Instructor Clarity (Perini)22
  N/A1 Poor2 Fair3 Good4 V Good5 Exceptional     
  0004884.367%20Course: Overall effectiveness8
  N/A1 Str Disagree2 Disagree3 Neither4 Agree5 St Agree     

  0015774.167%20Course: Assignments measured
knowledge7

  N/A1 Poor2 Fair3 Good4 V Good5 Exceptional     
  0005694.367%20Course: Amount learned6
  N/A1 Nothing2 Little3 Modest4 Great Deal5 Exceptional     

  00010643.567%20Course: How prepared to take
subject5

  N/A1 Unprepared2 Somewhat3 Neither4 Prepared5 Extremely     

 781211094.767%20Student: Percent homework
completion3

 110510139070%21Student: Percent attendance2
 N/A90-10080-9070-8050-7030-500-30     
 00166357.970%21Hours Per Week1

18+181512963Interpol.
MedianRRNQuestion Text
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000019120 73%22Classes this semester 
22+19-2116-1813-1510-127-94-61-3     

23473012 73%22Time of day evaluation completed 

901-
Mid

601- 9
Pm

301- 6
Pm1201- 3 Pm901- Noon601- 9 Am301- 6 AmMid - 300     

  1000117563%19Instructor: Overall effectiveness
(Perini)30

  0100018563%19Instructor: Inclusive (Perini)29
  N/A1 Str Disagree2 Disagree3 Neither4 Agree5 St Agree     

  10011164.963%19Instructor: Feedback helpfulness
(Perini)28

  N/A1 Not Helpful2 Slightly3 Moderately4 Very5 Extremely     
  10003154.963%19Instructor: Availability (Perini)27

  N/A1 Hard To
Find2 Somewhat3 Neither4 Accessible5 V Accessible     
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(ISYE 3133) Best TA ever. Tyler you rock. so glad to have had you for my recitation section and you made this class bearable.Perini
Question: Instructor improvements 
(ISYE 3133) Very helpful guy. Knows his stuff well.Perini
(ISYE 3133) Really cared about helping the students and taking feedbackPerini
(ISYE 3133) very knowledgable and helpfulPerini
(ISYE 3133) The instructors greatest strength was his clarity and organization in explaining concepts and problems.Perini
(ISYE 3133) My favorite TA of the semester!Perini
(ISYE 3133) clear explanations!!Perini
(ISYE 3133) EnthusiasticPerini
(ISYE 3133) His greatest strength was being able to connect with the students and explain the content in a very visually understandable manner.Perini
(ISYE 3133) Tyler was amazing - Santhosh Online recitations were great because he added the most interaction possible. Explained topics great.Perini
(ISYE 3133) Amazing teacher, best TA I have ever had did everything in a manner that was conducive to learning.Perini
(ISYE 3133) Best TA I have ever had. Was respectful, knowledgeable and willing to help. Came up with new ways to learn.Perini
Question: Instructor greatest strength 
(ISYE 3133) The one thing about the final I had trouble with was Gurobi. Maybe if there were a couple lessons on that it wouldve been better. 

(ISYE 3133) This course could be improved by focusing on doing practice problems similar to that of tests and providing answer keys so we can figure out
where we went wrong and how to improve. 

(ISYE 3133) N/A 
(ISYE 3133) I wish we could get through the entire studio sheet. 
Question: Course improvements 
(ISYE 3133) I really liked the final project. 
(ISYE 3133) Best features were the studios and abundance of office hours. 
(ISYE 3133) N/A 

(ISYE 3133) Tylers enthusiasm and explaining of the problems in studio! Also how his student participation methods through the studio squads and the cute
drawing while introducing us! A very personal touch to the class which made it feel more normal than usual. 

(ISYE 3133) quizzes 
Question: Course best aspect 
(ISYE 3133) The expected and expended effort was appropriate. 
(ISYE 3133) I think it was 
Question: Comments about student effort 

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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(ISYE 3133) I think it was finePerini
(ISYE 3133) Instruction can be improved by focusing on more practice problems rather than concepts.Perini
(ISYE 3133) Give us the links to your lo-fi playlistsPerini
(ISYE 3133) N/APerini
(ISYE 3133) More instructions on gurobi!! Other than that n/a! Tyler was an amazing TAPerini
(ISYE 3133) Nothing, he was superbPerini
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Spring 2021, ISYE 3133 Engineering Optimization Section TR2
Instructor: Perini, Tyler (Additional)

Georgia Institute of Technology

There were: 28 possible respondents.

  30027104.679%22Instructor: Stimulates interest
(Perini)26

  N/A1 Ruined2 Less3 No Change4 Interested5 More Eager     
  30124124.779%22Instructor: Enthusiasm (Perini)25
  N/A1 Detached2 Slightly3 Moderately4 Very5 Extremely     

  20103164.979%22Instructor: Respect for students
(Perini)24

  N/A1 Poor2 Fair3 Good4 V Good5 Exceptional     

  10018124.679%22Instructor: Communicated how to
succeed (Perini)23

  N/A1 Str Disagree2 Disagree3 Neither4 Agree5 St Agree     
  10117124.679%22Instructor Clarity (Perini)22
  N/A1 Poor2 Fair3 Good4 V Good5 Exceptional     
  2013794.479%22Course: Overall effectiveness8
  N/A1 Str Disagree2 Disagree3 Neither4 Agree5 St Agree     

  20211164.179%22Course: Assignments measured
knowledge7

  N/A1 Poor2 Fair3 Good4 V Good5 Exceptional     
  1024784.179%22Course: Amount learned6
  N/A1 Nothing2 Little3 Modest4 Great Deal5 Exceptional     

  1112134479%22Course: How prepared to take
subject5

  N/A1 Unprepared2 Somewhat3 Neither4 Prepared5 Extremely     

 3133002194.879%22Student: Percent homework
completion3

 1111124294.579%22Student: Percent attendance2
 N/A90-10080-9070-8050-7030-500-30     
 00247457.879%22Hours Per Week1

18+181512963Interpol.
MedianRRNQuestion Text
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000006180 86%24Classes this semester 
22+19-2116-1813-1510-127-94-61-3     

46443102 86%24Time of day evaluation completed 

901-
Mid

601- 9
Pm

301- 6
Pm1201- 3 Pm901- Noon601- 9 Am301- 6 AmMid - 300     

  20017124.779%22Instructor: Overall effectiveness
(Perini)30

  20004164.979%22Instructor: Inclusive (Perini)29
  N/A1 Str Disagree2 Disagree3 Neither4 Agree5 St Agree     

  30116114.679%22Instructor: Feedback helpfulness
(Perini)28

  N/A1 Not Helpful2 Slightly3 Moderately4 Very5 Extremely     
  20008124.779%22Instructor: Availability (Perini)27

  N/A1 Hard To
Find2 Somewhat3 Neither4 Accessible5 V Accessible     
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(ISYE 3133) Availability, proactivity.Perini
(ISYE 3133) He wants his students to participate much as possible in the studio session, which is great.Perini
(ISYE 3133) consideration of his students, knowledge of the subject materialPerini
(ISYE 3133) Very friendly and open to help anyonePerini
(ISYE 3133) Very interactive and engaging in each sessionPerini
(ISYE 3133) Super cool and excited TA that explained concepts very well and was helpful to all studentsPerini
(ISYE 3133) Tyler you are greatPerini
Question: Instructor greatest strength 
(ISYE 3133) One thing that Id say we couldve focused on a bit more is Gurobi. We didnt feel so comfortable with it when thrown into the project. 
(ISYE 3133) More intimate help with doing the project. 
(ISYE 3133) Nothing I can think of. 
(ISYE 3133) Being able to attend in person 
(ISYE 3133) In person lectures all the time. It was hard to be engaged in learning. 
(ISYE 3133) maybe a little bit more student question time 
(ISYE 3133) N/A - Great sessions! 
Question: Course improvements 
(ISYE 3133) I really liked the lectures and weekly quiz format. 
(ISYE 3133) Lectures 
(ISYE 3133) She is very caring for her students. 
(ISYE 3133) I enjoyed the topics and the applications 
(ISYE 3133) Good and engaging examples 
(ISYE 3133) Very interactive studio sessions 
Question: Course best aspect 
(ISYE 3133) Effort required was appropriate. 
(ISYE 3133) Too much effort is needed. 
(ISYE 3133) The work is very appropriate. 
(ISYE 3133) Being called on in lecture was a bit nerve racking for me, but I can see why it would be helpful. 
(ISYE 3133) fair balance 
(ISYE 3133) About equal 
Question: Comments about student effort 

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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(ISYE 3133) Sometimes we would run over the end of studio by 10 minutes, so it might be beneficial to keep an eye on that in the future.Perini
(ISYE 3133) I have no complaints :)Perini

(ISYE 3133) Music during work times could be turned down/off (sorry) - the loss in audio quality from speakers into the mic and then over bluejeans was a
bit distractingPerini

(ISYE 3133) Nothing I can think of.Perini
(ISYE 3133) I dont like being put on the spot for class - I am not sure if there is a better wayPerini
(ISYE 3133) all around good job!Perini
(ISYE 3133) N/A - Tyler is phenomenal!Perini
(ISYE 3133) I would have liked better background music but maybe thats perhaps subjectivePerini
Question: Instructor improvements 

(ISYE 3133) Tyler is one the best instructors I have had at Georgia Tech and helped me so much in this course! I found the studios extremely helpful and it
was very evident Tyler wanted us all to succeed and took the time to get to know us individually. I really appreciated how interactive and engaging the
studios were and that everyone had a chance to contribute! Hearing Tylers explanation of concepts gave another perspective on difficult topics and definitely
helped my understanding!

Perini
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